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Abstract: The flexible manufacturing system contains some CNC machine tools supported by industrial robot for material handling. This system is designed to manufacturing a group of similar workpieces. The system is characterized by its internal material and information flow. The manufacturing process represents a complex dynamical process included technological, manipulation and control operations. Key words: material flow planing, flexible manufacturing, system, workpiece

INTRODUCTION

The production strategy in the second half of the 20th century was characterized by effective exploitation of dedicated machines and automated lines with the aim to achieve to maximum volume yield. The small shortening of production cycle influences the production volume in mass production significantly.

Today market is characterized by the strategy of consumer’s individualization. This strategy is oriented very strictly to consumer’s requirements, production broadening and shortening of innovation cycle. In addition, the products are made from new materials, they have new shapes and functions. The time and its reduction are the most important parameters in this strategy.

The production strategy focused to time requires the change from traditional functional production structure to a production used flexible manufacturing cells and lines. Production by flexible cells (FMS) is the most important manufacturing philosophy in the last years.

This philosophy is based on the following similarities:

- Similarity of manufactured parts,
- Similarity of process plans.

Recognition of the similarity of manufactured parts allows to assort them to the groups by
machines required for its manufacturing. By manufacturing of a single group of parts, economical benefit near to mass production can be achieved.

At the Institute of Production Systems and Applied Mechanics, a model of integrated flexible manufacturing and assembly system for small batch production was built. The model introduces a new philosophy for design of complex manufacturing.

Fig. 1: Griper and technological heads changing and storing system

This new approach represents a flexible manufacturing system manipulating by workpieces, machining some workpieces for final product and assembling these parts to final product. All operations are realized in one workplace what is different from the traditional manufacturing and assembly systems.

The most important characteristics of this system is that this system employs no external industrial robot for manipulation and/or assembly process. Exchangeable end effectors for manipulation and assembly are placed at arm of device. Other end effectors are stored in end effectors storage (Fig. 1).

A higher efficiency of this device in comparison with classical flexible manufacturing systems can be expected.

According to this trend, new non-traditional model of integrated flexible manufacturing system for small batch production is introduced. The system is carrying out the manipulation with workpieces and it is machining them for the defined final product or products. Afterwards, these
final products are built-up by this system and sent off to storage.

Except manipulation and assembly, this device will also perform technological operations like drilling or milling. These technological operations will be performed by special spindle. The spindle would be located on the manipulation equipment of the device. Flexibility of the spindle will be assured by automatic tool changing system.

The shelf storage manipulator has Cartesian workspace and three degree of freedom. The manipulated workpiece together with system pallet will weigh less than 3 kg. The manipulator will take this pallet (together with workpiece) to the rotational feeding device (interface device between assembly cell and shelf storage) and give it to shelf storage cell (Fig. 2).

![Fig. 2: Shelf storage system](image)

MATERIAL FLOW

The material flow is one of the most expensive systems into production because it employs the most workers. For high efficiency of production, it is necessary to consider the high-usage of transport ways on base of transported material and the exploitation of single production system devices in the time of the project proposal.

In the next paragraph, the particular factors affected the logistic flow proposal for manufacturing system will be described.

Transport and handling subsystem is generally one of the most important subsystem of the manufacturing system. It is intended for the transport and manipulation with main and supply
material, manufacturing tools (tools and tool holders, fixturing, equipment, scales, carriers and others) and with the waste. Used features of inter-operational transport and handling are dependent on geometrical shape and weight of transported material, parts and tools. Automation of handling in manufacturing system is enabled by technological pallets (holders or another elements with this function, e.g. fixtures). The part is clamped outside a machine workspace onto technological pallet and transported together. The part is positioned and clamped into position for machining. Technological pallet serves at the same time as a transport pallet.

The other objects for transport and handling are production devices representing the needed technological equipment of workstation and they are required for realization of specific operations using a correspondent machine. These objects are transported to workstation in sets or in parts in case when some of them create nondetachable part of standard workstation equipment.

Devices for operational handling are solved modularly. That means that to one machine more types of operational handling devices can be connected according to the type of machined part. Operational handling is controlled by machine control system because it is related to the technological devices performing a technological process. Manufacturing system control is connected to the inter-operational transport and handling.

Storage system is an important part of the flexible manufacturing system. It provides effective entry and storage (holding) of a number of raw products, semi-products, parts, tools and others. To this type of automated storage belongs for example the shelf storage too. The storage capacity and parameters depend on necessary material reserve for fluent production and continuous manufacturing system.

Necessary condition for operation of integrated system is integration of materials and information flow; that means for example automated transport and automatic tools exchange.

Production system is characterized by the possibility of processing the arbitrary part from defined groups by given manufacturing procedure while the rebuilt time for a new production task is very short. Primary feature is the flexibility.

MANUFACTURING SYSTEM PLANNING

The existing principles of machine plant design become to be improper and a completely new concept of manufacture and control design is gained ground.

The requirements for the new manufacturing system design are as follows:

- Flexibility,
- Productivity,
- Quality.

Requirements set by product to manufacturing space result from product size, mass, type of construction, from its position in manufacturing program structure and production volume.
Size and mass of the product determine the needed manufacturing, operating and storage places. Product constructions assign the process of manufacture and the further technologically constraint task sequences which form the base for general plant design i.e. the manufacturing device arrangement and space structure formation. Entire plan comprises material, information, power and personal flows.

Signification of particular flows of manufacturing system composition is dependent on the manufacturing process of a given product. In case of transport demanding production, the arrangement of manufacturing centers focused on the materials flows is critical.

Size and mass impose requirements to spaces from the aspect of necessary place. Production space must provide workpiece input and output, supply materials and allows transport device locomotion.

MATERIAL FLOW PLANNING

Transport and material handling are important part of planning. Transport system must provide material and component transfer between workstations. Handling system connects workstations by transport system. The storage system is assignate for a fluent supply of production by material and tools as well as for equalizing of workstations capacity according to their payload and performance. In principle, this area of manufacturing system employs up to the 25% of workers, it takes about 55% of total area and approximately 87% of time during which the material stays in corporation. Activities included to the transport system create sometimes up to 70% from general costs per product manufacturing and as well as considerably influence products quality because from 3 to 5% of material is destroyed during transport and handling due to the incorrect handling. The material flow is organized flow of material (raw material, semi-finished products, supply material and wastes).

The base for achievement of high efficiency is the direct and simple material flow which is dependent on the optimal special layout of production and storage facilities and their devices, further on single manufacturing procedures and proper production organization.

The main aim is to design better technical and organizing methods of material flow not only by mechanization and automation of handling operations but also by utilization of suitable information systems.

General procedure of planning of transport, handling and storage system is as follows:
1. Analysis material flows and calculation of traffic system performance,
2. Processing of workshops disposition (layout of producing centers),
3. Analysis of existing devices (transport equipment, auxiliary resources, storage facilities, containers, handling devices),
4. Processing of transport systems variants, handling and storages.
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a) Transport system topology,

b) Static dimensioning of materials flow elements (calculations of transport devices, speed parameters, loading capacity, loading and unloading times and others),

c) Interface between transport system and workstation solution and possibilities of pallet and tools relocation.

d) Processing transport control system, handling and storages.

5. Simulation and dynamic dimensioning of material flow components and optimization of transport, handling and storage system (analysis of narrow places, system lockouts, container sizes, transport and storage devices capacity utilization, control rules).

The analysis of material flows is one of the main subparagraph of material handling analysis.

Main features in material flows:
- Transported material,
- Transport, handling and storage units,
- Transport equipments, handling devices, storage devices,
- Personnel,
- System of organization and control of transport and storage processes.

In the process of material flow planning, the formula of material flows (Fig. 3) is solved.

Fig. 1: Formula of material flow

In the process of material flow planning, it is necessary to consider the fact that the aim of the plan is not the transport and storage of material as these activities are expensive and do not improve the material value. Current systems for handling, transport and storage provide a great number of possibilities for the application of expensive and complex systems. The optimal design should contain minimum storages, transport and handling. Hence, the suitable way before the elaboration of detailed system solution is to reduce mentioned activities to a minimum. It is
necessary to take into account a great importance of the dependence of material flow and following elements of manufacturing system:

- Workstation and its capacity - incorrectly designed capacities induce unbalance materials flow, cumulation of resources, necessity of buffer stocks, containers and addition handling operations.

- Informational flow and the system controls - proper regulation of manufacturing tasks entering the system, synchronization of purchase, manufacturing and expedition, coordination of manufacturing system control by transport system, while all of them have a significant effect to material flow plan.

All features of manufacturing system must be planned considering mutual interactions and verified by a simulation model before the system realization.

From the point of view of manufacturing and material flow, it is talking about mutual connections and formation of material chain. The main aim is the mutual coordination of all material flows and assurance of the efficiency of material flow between individual segments of a chain.

**CONCLUSION**

In the last years, the cell manufacturing becomes one of the most important manufacturing types. This conception is based on the relation between manufacturing cell and workpiece. Flexible manufacturing cells allow to manufacture of the small number of parts from the huge range of types and to achieve good economical effects near to large batch or mass production. The manufacturing cells structure enables to connect machines and to save the production time, space and production costs as well. Functions of machines are coordinated and the material flow can be fast.

Manufacturing process of components, parts or final products is usually not realized in single workplace. The manufacturing logistics solves the tasks concerning organization of material and information flow in manufacturing. The importance of manipulating and transport devices is underlined by fact that more than 50% of time needed for manufacturing is spent by manipulation and transport. Automation level of these processes is generally smaller than automation level of technological processes.
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